
ART MADRID'24 PRESENTS "ARTE Y PALABRA": A
SERIES OF INTERVIEWS HOSTED BY CARLOS DEL
AMOR

● Art Madrid is pleased to present the second edition of its interview
series devoted to visual artists. This year's event will be hosted by
cultural journalist Carlos del Amor.

● Entitled "Arte y Palabra", these conversations will give the audience a
deep insight into the visual worlds of ten participating artists at Art
Madrid'24.

● The artists featured in the Interview Series are: Carla Effa (Kleur
Gallery); Richard García (Galería BAT); Manu Iranzo (CLC Arte); Evans
Mbugua (OOA Gallery); Alejandro Monge (3 Punts Galeria); Francesca
Poza (Galería Alba Cabrera); Juan Miguel Quiñones (Pigment Gallery);
Daniel Schweitzer (Shiras Galería); Suncityboy (Dr. Robot Gallery) and
Nacho Zubelzu (Galería Metro).

Madrid, 24 January 2024.- For the second consecutive year, Art Madrid'24 presents
a series of interviews with ten of the artists participating in the 19th edition of
Art Madrid. For this year’s edition, the interviews will be conducted by
renowned cultural journalist Carlos del Amor. Entitled "Arte y Palabra", these
conversations will provide audiences with a deep insight into the visual worlds of ten
creators. By opening the doors of their studios, they will give viewers a sneak
preview of the artworks that will be on show later at Art Madrid'24.

Words and forms intertwine in these conversations about inspiration, visual poetry,
artistic commitment, imagined stories and art as a vehicle for the construction of a
more fertile and humane society. Carlos del Amor has been inspired by the
uniqueness of each creator in his endeavor to explore the aspirations and the role of
artists in everyday life, as well as in the national art market.



The new edition of the fair, which will be held from 6 to 10 March at the Galería de
Cristal of the Palacio de Cibeles, maintains its commitment to bringing
contemporary art closer to the public through its protagonists.

The interviews, which may be enjoyed from 30 January via the fair's official
website and through its social networks, feature the following artists: Carla
Effa (Kleur Gallery); Richard García (Galería BAT); Manu Iranzo (CLC Arte);
Evans Mbugua (OOA Gallery); Alejandro Monge (3 Punts Galeria); Francesca
Poza (Galería Alba Cabrera); Juan Miguel Quiñones (Pigment Gallery); Daniel
Schweitzer (Shiras Galería); Suncityboy (Dr. Robot Gallery) and Nacho Zubelzu
(Galería Metro).

Arte y Palabra: Conversations with Carlos del Amor is supported by Safe
Creative, a key partner in the development of this series of interviews. Safe
Creative, the largest electronic registry of intellectual property online, is collaborating
at the Madrid Art Week for the second consecutive year as part of Art Madrid'24.

About Carlos del Amor

Carlos del Amor takes the lead in each of these interviews, bringing his extensive
experience in the world of art and culture to the table. His warm and affable
approach combines with his unique ability to capture the essence of each individual
artist, allowing us to understand the power of art through the spoken word. Carlos
del Amor has been a media professional for more than twenty years, and is
currently deputy head of Culture for RTVE news and presenter of the
programme "La matemática del espejo". His links with the world of culture have
been a constant throughout his professional career and he has won several awards,
including the Vitoria-Gasteiz Television Festival Award for his career and the recent
Ondas National Television Award in the category of Best Presenter. He is also
the author of several books, including "Retratarte. Cuando cada mirada es una
historia" (2022) and "Emocionarte. La doble vida de los cuadros" (2020).

About Safe Creative

Safe Creative partners with artists on the Internet to protect their rights. In an age of
Generative Artificial Intelligence and NFTs, the challenges are multiplying and we
provide solutions for creators and artists of all kinds. Safe Creative provides a
convenient and cost-effective online service that allows any creator to obtain the
necessary evidence to help them prove their copyright. Use it from home, from your
own personal computer and register all your artworks instantaneously.

https://proyectos.art-madrid.com/
https://proyectos.art-madrid.com/
https://proyectos.art-madrid.com/
https://www.safecreative.org/es/registro-propiedad-intelectual-online


About Art Madrid

Art Madrid, the contemporary art fair, will celebrate its 19th edition from March
6th to 10th, 2024, at the Galería de Cristal of the Palacio Cibeles. Renowned for
its superb location, accessibility and the exceptional quality of its exhibits, the fair
has enjoyed continuous success, attracting over 100,000 visitors in its last five
editions.

The Galería de Cristal of the Palacio de Cibeles provides a unique environment
that enhances the appreciation of contemporary art, turning each visit into an
enriching experience. The fair has cemented its position as a leading event on the
international art scene, and serves as a meeting point for collectors, art lovers and
professionals from the sector.

Art Madrid's primary mission is to promote the art market and boost art
collecting at both the national and international levels. Enriching the cultural
vibrancy of Madrid’s Art Week, the fair is distinguished by its inclusiveness
and accessibility, opening its doors to all audiences with an interest in exploring
the world of contemporary art.

Press Contact: The Culture Agency
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Kindly note that press accreditation requests must be submitted exclusively through
the website. Physical accreditations will not be processed on event days.
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